1. CHANGE IN FILE SIZES
2. NEW WEB SITE QEID ENTRY PORTAL
It is time for another 4C's Quarterly Electronic Image Division (QEID)
Competition and the deadline is October 31, 2018. The judging this quarter
will be done by the Two Rivers Camera Club, TRCC in Chiloquin, Oregon
and all members of 4Cs Clubs can enter up to 3 entries. .
It should be nice because we no longer use email attachments to enter
images in the QEID Competitions. Mac users should be happy to know that
they no longer need to zip their entries and the files sizes and file naming is
automatically checked so you no longer need to worry if your entries meet
the requirements. The 4Cs Board also increased the maximum files sizes
for images so you can now enter larger files or you keep the file sizes the
same as before. Our goal is to encourage all 4Cs club members to enter
the QEID and to make the entry process as easy as possible.
Go to WWW.4CS.CLUB TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT CHANGES , FILE
SIZES AND ALSO TO ENTER YOUR ENTRIES. The deadline is October
31st and only the first 3 entries will be accepted for the competition. Unlike
some other clubs, the 4Cs still does not charge an entry fee. The only
requirement is that you are a member of one of the 4Cs Clubs. Awards are
sent to the various 4Cs clubs for presentation to the winners in person at a
club meeting.
Be aware that entries are no longer sent as attachments to email
messages and errors in file sizes will be called to your attention. If you have
questions or problems, I am happy to answer your questions via email at
mrande@teleport.com. Please don't send your entries to that email
address but questions are just fine. Check out the new QEID Competition
Entry Portal at WWW.4CS.CLUB and if you have any questions the
answers can be found by clicking the ABOUT TAB at that web site.
We have worked hard to identify and find all of the bugs in the new QEID
Entry system. I hope we found and fixed all of the bugs but if we identify
problems they will be fixed. Our goal is to make the QEID entry process as
easy and effective as possible. Regarding the testing, I want to give a

special thanks to Rod Stroh, Gary Thurman, John Craig, Art Burkhalter and
Gordon Battaile. You guys are not only good photographers but you are
good software beta testers as well. Thanks so much for donating your time
and expertise. If I missed someone that deserves thanks for their testing, I
apologize in advance.
GO TO THE NEW WEB SITE AND CHECK IT OUT AT WWW.4CS.CLUB.

